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SUMMARY
Ultra-wideband wireless communication has recently attracted interests due to
the high data rate and covertness it provides. This results from the large bandwidth
and low spectral mask ascribed for ultra-wideband communication. However, the
larger bandwidth available for a UWB system inadvertently results in some atypical
adversity issues not substantial in narrowband communication - more interference and
higher timing jitter effect - that should be considered by communication engineers.
In traditional UWB systems (impulse radio), the need for great timing accuracy
is further pronounced by the sub-nanosecond pulse widths of the transmitted signals.
However, dealing with real systems means that sampling clocks at the receiver will
be non-ideal. This in effect gives room for sampling offsets referred to as timing
jitter. Although receiver synchronization and the mobility of receiver-transmitter
relative positions can cause timing jitters too, our primary focus in this work is on
clock sampling timing jitters. Timing jitters produce a noisy sequence at the receiver,
which can be substantially large and result in a bad communication system unless
measures are taken to mitigate this effect. Our work studies this effect in detail and
provides simple and effective ways of dealing with this issue.
The incorporation of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) makes
ultra-wideband systems (UWB) more immune to delay spread. However, the rela-
tively large bandwidth compared to their narrowband counterpart results in a more
pronounced timing jitter effect, namely, inter-channel interference (ICI) for OFDM-
based UWB. This ICI has been shown to be directly affected by the bandwidth and
RMS of the timing jitter. We have focused on this induced ICI and the worst-case
effect. We have proposed and validated a number of techniques for reducing this
x
ICI, thereby giving system improvement in signal detection and channel estimation.
These ICI reduction schemes are oversampling at the receiver and adaptive modula-
tion techniques. Our results show that oversampling and adaptive modulation can
reduce the ICI power.
Our work is extended to consider practical issues that need to address the effect
of timing jitter on UWB systems. The challenge of channel estimation and signal de-
tection due to the added dimension of multipath fading inadvertent in UWB systems




Since its approval by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in 2002 [5],
UWB signaling has grown rapidly in research areas on wireless communications.
UWB systems are divided into two main categories – single-carrier modulation, also
called impulse radio, that usually uses pulse-position modulation (PPM) and pulse-
amplitude modulation (PAM), and multi-carrier modulation or orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) [5, 21]. OFDM can easily deal with the delay spread
caused by UWB channels. Therefore, within the IEEE 802.15.3a standardization
group, OFDM, combined with time-frequency interleaving [4], has emerged as a
promising candidate.
A UWB system potentially provides a high data rate over a huge bandwidth.
Since the UWB pulse duration is very short, the UWB signal becomes very sensitive
to sampling timing jitter, which can significantly degrade the performance of the
communication system. This effect has been partly studied in [11, 13, 15, 17, 28, 42]
for single-carrier based UWB systems. The effective power-spectral density of the
sampled signal, under time jittered sampling, has been studied in [3,25] for the general
case and in [7] for radar applications.
Timing jitter also affects the performance of OFDM communication systems,
which has been analyzed in [29, 38, 44]. In [29], the authors have studied the ef-
fect of timing jitter with a low pass power spectral density. In [44], the authors have
analyzed performance degradation resulting from timing jitter when OFDM is used
in an asymmetric digital subscriber line (ADSL). However, there is no analysis of
the impact of timing jitter on OFDM-based UWB systems taking into account the
1
relatively large bandwidth.
To reduce errors in signal detection for UWB systems, it is essential to study the
effect of timing jitter at the receiver under the UWB channel characteristics. For
single-carrier UWB systems, timing jitter results in distortion of the signal spectral
density by affecting the correlation between the basis signals at the receiver. For
OFDM-based UWB systems, timing jitter introduces ICI in the symbols. The ICI
becomes larger because of the higher bandwidths for UWB systems, and hence its
reduction is essential. In this work, we propose the use of oversampling and adaptive
symbol modulation to reduce the ICI power.
Adaptive symbol modulation can reduce the average ICI power by exploiting the
non-uniformness property of ICI over subcarriers for a correlated timing jitter pro-
cess. Finally, we incorporate both ICI reduction techniques and derive the optimum
performance under the Gaussian correlation and exponential correlation properties of
timing jitter.
The rest of this work is organized as follows. Section 1.2 reviews the characteristics
and modulation techniques of UWB systems. We then discuss the properties that
make the modulation schemes amenable to signal detection in UWB communication.
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 describe the effect of timing jitter on single-carrier and
OFDM-based UWB, including the theoretical bounds on timing jitter-induced ICI.
Afterwards, the use of oversampling and adaptive modulation for the reduction of
average ICI over noiseless channel is explored in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 then highlights
the practical issues that have to cater for timing jitter in UWB, essentially channel
estimation and signal detection.
1.1 UWB Systems
UWB communication is believed to have started in 1895 from the work of Guglielmo
Marconi, known as the Father of Radio in his spark-gap transmitter. At that time,
2
UWB was not really a research area. It is only until recently that interests grew in
this area when researchers studied the impulse response of microwave circuits [16].
UWB was first called impulse radio. However, today, impulse radio only refers to
one type of modulation scheme in UWB communications, which will be discussed
later. The underlying idea behind UWB communication is that it has relatively large
bandwidth.
1.1.1 Description
UWB system, as formally defined by FCC, is referred to as radio systems whose
fractional bandwidth is at least 25% of its center frequency or whose bandwidth is at
least 1.5 GHz (with a minimum sub-band of 512 MHz for OFDM-based UWB) [2].
The frequency band most used for UWB systems is in the range of 3.1 to 10.6 GHz
[12, 35]. Following the standards of FCC, there is a further power restriction as


































Figure 1. FCC spectral mask as it applies to UWB systems.
UWB communication is different from narrowband communication in that nar-
rowband communications have relatively narrow bandwidth compared to its center
3
frequency. The Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) standard is an ex-
ample of a narrowband communication system. In GSM, the reverse link and forward
link bands are 890-915 MHz and 935-960 MHz, respectively, which means a system
with carrier frequency of about 900 MHz and bandwidth of 25 MHz (approximately
3% in fractional bandwidth). In narrowband systems, there is a need for an upcon-
verter to convert the baseband signals to a higher frequency range for transmission,
which is not necessary in UWB (impulse radio) communications.
Moreover, most narrowband systems today have bandwidth restriction to avoid
interference with other users or communication systems. Therefore, licensing require-
ments are imposed by appropriate communications regulating authorities (e.g. FCC
in the USA). On the other hand, UWB communication uses unlicensed bands. This,
however, means that a restriction has to be imposed on the power level to avoid dras-
tic impediment, in the form of interference, to existing narrowband communication
systems [37].
1.1.2 Motivation
The huge and unlicensed bandwidth have been major proponents for the research
works in this field. From Shannon’s capacity formula, it is obvious that larger band-
width means greater ergodic capacity. Therefore, it is an ideal tool for high data rate
and short range communications, which is very desirable for multimedia applications
in indoor wireless communications. Another UWB application is in location estima-
tion. The work by Sakamoto and Sato in [36] has shown that UWB can also be used
in locating targets with great precision.
As with new innovative technologies, some limitations have been detected and
system designs will have to deal with these issues. One of such limitation is the effect
of timing jitter inherent in the UWB definition. This is substantial as UWB employs
large bandwidth thereby requiring great timing accuracy. Unlike previous cases in
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narrowband communication, common clock sampling timing jitter inaccuracy with
jitter root-mean-square between 15 ps and 150 ps now pose a significant problem in
the error-rate performance of UWB. This problem along with its quantified effect and
mitigation are what constitute the bulk of this dissertation work.
The nanosecond-short pulse widths and low power used in impulse radio make
UWB signals appear as noise to other communication systems/users and is hence
subtle to intrusion. This finds use in high security communications and highly covert
communications. Therefore, UWB has been widely studied in the military field.
1.2 UWB Modulation Techniques
In order to properly examine the effect of timing jitter on UWB systems, we first
describe the modulation techniques normally used with UWB. The modulation ap-
plied varies depending on the type of UWB system in consideration - impulse radio
(single-carrier) or multi-carrier. Since there is an abundance of bandwidth in UWB
systems, most modulation schemes applied are not geared towards spectral efficiency
rather power efficiency is the primary focus.
1.2.1 Single-carrier based
There are a number of modulation schemes that can be applied to an impulse radio
system. One of such scheme is pulse-position modulation (PPM).
1.2.1.1 Pulse-position modulation (PPM)
PPM is the scheme employed in impulse radio, a primitive UWB modulation scheme.
It uses combination of short pulses to represent a symbol. We first present the basic
concept of time-hopping (TH) PPM and then address modulation index optimization
to improve the performance of TH-PPM systems.
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where Ts is the symbol period, b
(m)
n ∈ {0, 1} is the n-th transmitted binary data from





p(t− lTc − c(m)l ∆o), (2)
c
(m)
l ∈ {0, 1} is a spreading code unique for every user to enable efficient multiple
accessing (similar to CDMA but much shorter), and ∆o is the time shifting term
associated with c
(m)
l , N is the number of pulses, p(t), in a symbol duration. Each
pulse (called chip in CDMA literature) occupies a time interval, Tc; consequently,
Ts = N · Tc. The modulation index, δ, is an important parameter for TH-PPM that
can improve BER performance [32].
The pulse-shaping function most adopted for PPM is the Gaussian monocycle or
its higher-order derivative although other functions can be also used. The first-order












where the constant A is an amplitude normalization constant, σ is related to the
width of the pulse, and c is a time-shifting term. Its time- and frequency- domain
representations are shown in Fig. 2 where c = 0 and 2πσ = 1 nsec. From the
figure, the Gaussian pulse spreads its power over a wide range of frequency and has
virtually no DC and low frequency components, which makes it suitable for UWB
communication [8]. Another reason Gaussian monocycles are used extensively in
literature for impulse radio communication is that they attain low bandwidth-time
product of a half.
1If there is only one user, the superscript m will be omitted and the code sequence {c(m)l }N−1l=0
will be ignored.
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Figure 2. Time- and frequency-domain representation of 1st-order Gaussian pulse.
Modulation Index Optimization
It has been previously mentioned that the modulation index, δ, has an impor-
tant role in determining the BER performance of UWB. We have demonstrated this
improvement.






If we use p(t) to represent ‘0’ and p(t− δ) to represent ‘1’ for binary data (see Fig. 3),
the normalized correlation function of the basic pulse over a frame duration becomes
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Assuming additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and single-user environment, the
problem of reducing the BER (same as increasing the minimum distance between
symbols) becomes the problem of finding δ that reduces the correlation in Equation
(3) above. The modulation index that yields the least possible correlation is called
the optimum modulation index, δopt. To obtain δopt, Equation (3) is differentiated
8


























; therefore, δopt =
√
6σ ≈ 0.38985(2πσ).
Fig. 4 shows the significance of using the optimum modulation index where the
pulse width, Tp = 2πσ = 1.0 nsec, N = 1, and Ts = Tc = 100 nsec. As can be seen
from the figure, using the optimum modulation index for the first-order Gaussian
monocycle yields a 2 dB improvement compared with typically used modulation index,
δ = 0.2Tp [32].





















Optimum δ ≈ 0.390T
p
Figure 4. Performance of PPM with different modulation indexes, δ’s.
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The derivation above is for the first-order Gaussian monocycle. The same tech-
nique can be used on a higher order Gaussian monocycle by finding the modulation










A recursive formula can be used instead of Equation (4) to obtain the correlation
formula [32]
Rk(δ) = −R′′k−1(δ) = (−1)k−1R(2k−2)1 (δ).
Solving these recursive equations for the second-, third-, and fourth-order Gaussian
monocycles gives the result summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Optimum modulation indices δopt = 2πσ · αopt and corresponding normalized
correlation for various orders of Gaussian monocycle.













As seen from the table, the higher order Gaussian monocycles at their optimum
modulation indexes achieve lower normalized correlation. In other words, the higher
the Gaussian monocycle order, the lower the achievable BER. However, this comes at
the expense of higher time-sensitivity to receiver synchronization and clock sampling
jitters. This jitter sensitivity is obvious from the higher level of steepness in the
correlation functions for the higher-order Gaussian monocycles as shown in Fig. 5.
Under the given optimal conditions, that is, when the modulation indexes are
chosen to correspond to the point of minimum correlation values, the performance
10
































Figure 5. Correlation dependency on modulation index, δ
of the fourth-order Gaussian pulse obviously performs better than the lower orders.
This is shown in Fig. 6. It is important to note that these results do not accommodate
for the inevitable timing jitter that occurs at the receiver’s clock sampling.
1.2.1.2 Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM)
PAM is another common modulation scheme used in impulse radio. For AM, the











l − 1)p(t− nTc),
and the amplitude modulating gain, d(m)n , can be chosen from the set {±1,±3, · · ·,
±(2M−1)} for an M-ary system, which is determined by the binary sequence, b(m)n , to
be transmitted by user m. For example, if binary PAM is used, then d(m)n = 2b
(m)
n −1.
The primary difference between PPM and PAM is that the PPM uses the position of
11






















Figure 6. BER plots for the different orders of Gaussian pulse in PPM
pulse to carry information while PAM uses the pulse sign and amplitude to convey
information.
1.2.1.3 Orthogonal Pulse Modulation (OPM)
One of the questions one may ask is why use only Gaussian monocycles for single-
carrier based modulation. Is it possible to use other pulse functions to implement
modulation in UWB with considerably good performance? L. Michael, M. Ghavami,
and R. Kohno in [30] have used orthogonal pulses generated from Hermite polynomials
as modulation pulses. In their work, a set of orthogonal pulses are used to represent
the symbols for M-ary modulation; therefore, it is called orthogonal pulse modulation
(OPM).
The Hermite polynomial is defined as,
f0(t) = 1












for n = 1, 2, · · ·. Since these polynomials are not orthogonal to each other, Gram-
Schmidt procedure is used to obtain a new set of orthogonal polynomials, called















Using these MHPs, a multiple access scheme can be designed. Different users
in the multiple access environment are assigned different pairs of polynomials for
binary data transmission. Each pair, in itself, contains two orthogonal polynomials.
In other words, each user uses an orthogonal pair of pulse polynomials, which are in
turn orthogonal to other users’ signals.
These modulation schemes described for single-carrier modulation do not form an
exhaustive set of available modulations for impulse radio. These are just commonly
practiced schemes. There are other single-carrier modulation schemes like On-Off
Keying and orthogonal PPM for non-binary modulation.
1.2.2 Multi-carrier based
The previous section has described a few modulation schemes that are used with
single-carrier UWB systems (impulse radio). In this section, we describe the multi-
carrier based modulation. When dealing with multi-carrier modulation, the solution
is essentially the use of orthogonal frequency division modulation (OFDM). One of
the advantages of using this scheme is that it provides a better resistance to channel
delay delay spread and a readily simple scheme for multiple access.
The OFDM technique used in UWB is fundamentally the same as in normal











for 0 ≤ t ≤ NTs, where N is the number of subcarriers per OFDM block, which
also equals the number of transmitted symbols per OFDM block, dk represents the
complex symbol to be transmitted and fk = f0 +k∆f is the subcarrier frequency, and
∆f is the frequency spacing between two adjacent subcarriers. To demodulate OFDM
signals, it is required that NTs∆f = 1, which is called the orthogonal condition.











Therefore, inverse discrete Fourier transform (DFT) can be used to convert the
transmitted symbols into OFDM signal, which has an efficient implementation - fast
Fourier transform (FFT)









































dlδ[l − k] = dk. (8)
It can be also proved that the transmitted symbols can be obtained by taking DFT
to {s(nTs)}N−1n=0 , the Ts-sampled version of OFDM signal, s(t).
In the above discussion, we have ignored channel’s delay spread and noise. For
UWB channels with delay spread, cyclic extension needs to be used. With proper
cyclic extension, the demodulated signal can be expressed as [41]
r̂k = Hkdk + nk, (9)
where Hk is the UWB channel’s frequency response at the k-th subcarrier, nk repre-
sents the effect of channel noise.
14
CHAPTER 2
TIMING JITTER IN IMPULSE RADIO
Timing jitter results because of the presence of non-ideal sampling clocks in practical
receivers. This distortion affects the correlation of signals at the receiver and thus
the signal detection ability of the UWB system. The fact that impulse radio employs
pulses with very narrow width (typically, less than a nanosecond) makes the sensitivity
to timing jitter more significant.
2.1 Model Description
For the sake of description, we consider the first-order Gaussian monocycle previously












Suppose the sampling interval is ∆s, then the received samples processed (ignoring
the additive noise) is











where ε is the timing jitter and n is the sampling epoch. This timing jitter is often
modeled as a wide sense stationary (WSS) Gaussian process with zero-mean and
variance σ2J [31]. As indicated in [12, 26], the root-mean-square (RMS) of timing
jitter, σJ , typically ranges from 10 to 150 ps in UWB receivers.
2.2 Effects of jitter on Impulse Radio
The specific effect of timing jitter on an impulse radio system depends on the modu-
lation scheme being used. However, one underlying effect is that timing jitter distorts
15
the correlation property of the basis signal, thereby resulting in a term called “jitter
noise”. For instance, when the PPM modulation scheme is used, timing jitter distorts
the correlation at the optimal modulation index. We have performed simulations to
illustrate these effects for a binary PPM and a binary PAM system. The results are
shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.















PPM − no jitter
PPM − jitter RMS = δ
opt
/10
PPM − jitter RMS = δ
opt
/5
Figure 7. Effect of timing jitter on binary PPM
To maintain uniformity in the simulation, the modulation index δopt has been
used as a basis for the timing jitter RMS even for the binary PAM, where δopt is not
explicitly used in the basis signal equation. This simulation has been performed for a
first-order Gaussian monocycle with width of 1 ns, which means a timing jitter RMS
of δ/5 and δ/10 correspond to RMS of about 80 ps and 40 ps respectively. This shows
that timing jitter RMS of 80 ps can result in a loss of up to 2 dB in SNR at a BER
of 10−3 for both the binarry PPM and PAM.
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PAM − no jitter
PAM − jitter RMS = δ
opt
/10
PAM − jitter RMS = δ
opt
/5
Figure 8. Effect of timing jitter on binary PAM
2.3 Reduction of jitter noise in Impulse Radio
As seen from Section 2.2, timing jitter RMS of only 80 ps for a pulse width of 1 ns,
can cause serious degradation in the performance of an impulse radio system. This
warrants a need to reduce the effect of jitter noise on the performance. A number of
sophisticated schemes have been considered for dealing with this timing jitter effect
in impulse radio [18, 19]. In this work, we propose two relatively simple but efficient
schemes.
2.3.1 Pulse-shaping
Since the transmitted pulse shape determines the correlation property of the received
signals, one way to reduce the effect of timing jitter is to use pulse shapes that are
more resistant to jitter noise. Resistance to jitter noise is determined by the steepness
exhibited around the minimum of the correlation curves (see Fig. 5). For this reason,
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the Gaussian first and second-order monocycles are preferred choice over the third
and fourth-order when the timing jitter RMS is significantly high. As an illustration,
we performed simulation results of the BER performance of PPM using two different
orders of the Gaussian monocycle with same pulse width of 1 ns. The two monocycles
are












and the results are shown in Fig. 9. As seen, using the fourth-order Gaussian monocy-















1st Ord − jitter RMS = 10ps
4th Ord − jitter RMS = 10ps
1st Ord − jitter RMS = 40ps
4th Ord − jitter RMS = 40ps
1st Ord − jitter RMS = 80ps
4th Ord − jitter RMS = 80ps
Figure 9. Pulse shaping to mitigate timing jitter in PPM (pulse width = 1 ns)
cle gives a better BER performance than its first-order counterpart when the RMS of
the timing jitter is relatively small (less than 40 ps). However, when the timing jitter
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RMS is considerably large, the fourth-order Gaussian monocycle deteriorates rapidly,
even losing more than 5 dB in performance at BER of 10−2. This is not surprising
since the fourth-order, though under ideal timing conditions (no jitter) yields better
performance than first-order, has a greater timing sensitivity as seen from Fig. 5.
This means that other means have to be used to further reduce the effect of the jitter
noise. For a simple receiver structure, employing a PPM modulation scheme for im-
pulse radio, Fig. 9 suggests that a first-order Gaussian monocycle, p1st-Ord(t), makes a
better choice for high timing jitter RMS sampling clocks.
We further extend the simulation to the case of binary PAM. Again, the two pulse
shapes in consideration are the first-order and fourth-order Gaussian monocycle. Once
again, the fourth-order Gaussian pulse experiences greater deterioration due to timing
jitter. Notice that the performance of PAM using the two Gaussian pulses are about
the same when there is little timing jitter. This is because the normalized correlation
is -1 always for a binary PAM regardless of the pulse shape. This is different from
the PPM counterpart where the fourth-order achieves a lower correlation of -0.7644
compared to -0.4463 in the first-order monocycle (see Table 1).
2.3.2 Averaging
In this scheme, we consider how averaging over a number of samples can reduce the
effect of timing jitter for either a PPM or PAM using Gaussian monocycle. Without
loss of generality, consider the sampled Gaussian pulse (c 6= 0)




Then the received pulse (ignoring channel fading and noise)




= (1− (n∆s + ε))e− c
2
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1st Ord − jitter RMS = 10ps
4th Ord − jitter RMS = 10ps
1st Ord − jitter RMS = 40ps
4th Ord − jitter RMS = 40ps
1st Ord − jitter RMS = 80ps
4th Ord − jitter RMS = 80ps
Figure 10. Pulse shaping to mitigate timing jitter in PAM (pulse width = 1 ns)
We are interested in knowing how averaging affects the pulse shape received. Notice
that we have ignored the channel noise since our primary focus is on the effect of
timing jitter. For analysis purposes, we assume that the timing jitter, ε, is a zero-
mean Gaussian process. Therefore, averaging the received signal yields






(1− n∆s − x)e− c
2x2





where σε is the RMS of the timing jitter.
Evaluating this integral gives



























Ideally we want this to be 1− n∆s
(10)
It is true that this scheme does not exactly re-construct the ideal sampled pulse with
no jitter, but it is still practically robust to jitter effect. To illustrate this, we consider
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two extreme scenarios. First, when σε = 0, which means that there is no timing jitter,
the term 1
σ2ε





























(1−n∆s)2(1− n∆s)︸ ︷︷ ︸
p(n∆s)
as expected. On the other hand, if σε is very large, that is, extreme timing jitter
situation at the receiver, then 1
σ2ε

































which in essence gives received samples whose correlation is different from the ideal
but still close enough to the template transmitted signal.
Simulations were conducted to illustrate the ability of averaging in reducing the
effect of timing jitter in PPM. In the simulation, the timing jitter RMS is 80 ps for a
pulse width of 1 ns, and the number of measured samples used in the sample averaging
is just 10. The results are shown in Fig. 11. What we notice is that at low SNR, the
channel noise is dominant and hence improvement in the BER is considerably low.
However, as the SNR increases, the measurements distortions are dominated by the
timing jitter effect, thereby resulting in SNR gains of 0.5 dB at BER of 10−4 with
just 10 samples averaging.
This gain in using sample averaging becomes more pronounced when we employ a
fourth-order Gaussian monocycle in PPM. With the same timing jitter RMS of 80 ps
and pulse width of 1 ns, the results obtained from averaging is shown in Fig. 12. As
seen from the figure, the high SNR plot indicates a gain of 1.5 dB at BER of 0.004.
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PPM with averaging (10 samples)
PPM no averaging
(a) low SNR















PPM with averaging (10 samples)
PPM no averaging
(b) high SNR
Figure 11. The effect of sample averaging on mitigating timing jitter effect for PPM
(using first-order monocycle).
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PPM with averaging (10 samples)
(a) low SNR














PPM with averaging (10 samples)
(b) high SNR




TIMING JITTER IN OFDM-BASED UWB
Timing jitter in OFDM-based UWB systems deteriorates system performance. This is
caused by the introduction of inter-channel interference (ICI). This chapter presents
a derivatioin of the exact expression of the ICI power resulting from timing jitter and
the various bounds on the ICI power. Afterwards, we will explore the ICI reduction
schemes proposed in this work in Chapter 4.
3.1 Model Description



































for m = −N
2
+ 1, ..., N
2
, where τn is the timing jitter at the n-th sampling epoch. We
conveniently leave out the additive channel noise in the analysis since it has no effect
on the actual ICI power we intend to quantify (see Appendix D). The properties of
the timing jitter, τn, are as defined earlier for impulse radio systems in Section 2.1.
We have omitted the effect of fading channel and additive channel noise to simplify
the analysis. To clearly show the effect of timing jitter, we break Equation (11) into
two components as



































is the gain and phase rotation of the desired symbol. As expected, if there is no
timing jitter (τn = 0), the ICI, αm, vanishes, and the gain term ηm becomes unity.
The average ICI power on the m-th subcarrier is the expected value of the complex-
valued ICI term, 1
2
E |αm|2. Note that the mean of αm is zero because the symbols,

















































































































































From the above formula, we proceed to obtain the exact ICI power resulting from
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timing jitter in OFDM-based UWB. From the exact ICI power, we will derive the
bounds on the ICI power for white and colored timing jitter.
3.2 ICI resulting from timing jitter
Timing jitter can be studied in one of two forms - as correlated (colored timing jit-
ter) or uncorrelated (white timing jitter). From a real system standpoint, when the
sampling rate increases, the timing jitters at adjacent clock samples become more
correlated. However, there is no exact model to describe the correlation of timing
jitters yet. To analyze the impact of colored timing jitter on OFDM based UWB
systems, we assume that the correlation function is either Gaussian-shaped or expo-
nential. Similar assumption has been made in [3, 31], where the correlation model
given is equivalent to the exponential correlation described below.
The correlation coefficient between timing jitters at two samples separated by t
can be expressed as
ρ(t) = e−β
2t2 , (15)
for the Gaussian correlation and
ρ(t) = e−a|t|, (16)
for the exponential correlation, where β and a are positive parameters that describe
level of correlation. The smaller the β or a, the larger is the correlation.
If the sampling interval is ∆t = Ts/N , then the correlation coefficient between τn
and τl, the timing jitters at the samples at times n∆t and l∆t (n-th and l-th samples),
respectively, will be
ρn−l = ρ(n∆t− l∆t).
For example, for the Gaussian correlation,
ρn−l = e−α
2(n−l)2 , (17)
where α = β∆t.
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3.2.1 ICI Resulting from white timing jitter





1, when m = 0,
0, when m 6= 0.






















































































































This result shows that the ICI power is virtually determined by the bandwidth-RMS
timing jitter product, BσJ .
To obtain upper and lower bounds, we use the following inequalities,








≤ 1− e−x2 ≤ x2
for x2 < 1. In practical OFDM-based UWB systems, the product BσJ ¿ 1 (typical
values are B = 500 MHz, and σJ = 100 ps, which yields BσJ = 0.05 ¿ 1), so we can


































Our previous works confirm the accuracy of the derived bounds and quantify the
impact of white timing jitter using the numerical example presented here.
Figures 13 and 14 demonstrate the ICI power for an OFDM-based UWB system
with white timing jitter. The OFDM signal is assumed to have 128 subcarriers (N =
128). Figure 13 shows that the ICI power under white timing jitter is virtually
constant at different subcarriers. Hence, the behavior of the ICI power is dictated
by the BσJ product. This is not the case for colored timing jitter, as will be shown
later.
Figure 14 compares the bounds and the exact ICI power on the subcarrier, m = 0,
though the ICI power plot is independent of subcarrier index. From the figure, the
developed bounds are seen to be very tight over a wide range of bandwidth and RMS
timing jitter products. For a typical OFDM-based UWB systems, the bandwidth, B,
is 500 MHz; the average ICI power ranges from -28 dB to -19 dB when the RMS of
timing jitter ranges from 50 ps to 150 ps.
3.2.2 ICI Resulting from colored timing jitter
Timing jitters at adjacent symbols may be correlated when the sampling interval is
small enough. In this section, we will discuss the ICI power resulting from colored
28
















White time jitter − Bσ
J
=0.03
White time jitter − Bσ
J
=0.1
White time jitter − Bσ
J
=0.2
Figure 13. Variation of the ICI power with the subcarrier index, m, for a system with
white timing jitter, N = 128.
timing jitters. It will be seen that the ICI power is subcarrier dependent, which is
different from the case of white timing jitter. Therefore, finding a simple ICI power
bound for all subcarriers is in general very difficult. As such, we only derive a universal
upper bound on the ICI power.




J (1−ρn−p) ≈ 1− 4π2f 2kσ2J(1− ρn−p)
























































Upper bound − white jitter
Exact value − white jitter
Lower bound − white jitter
Figure 14. Comparison of the bounds and the exact ICI power for a system with white
timing jitter.



























For white timing jitter, ρl = 0 for l 6= 0, the ICI power is virtually subcarrier
independent from the above formula. However, for colored timing jitter, ρl 6= 0 for
all l 6= 0; therefore, the ICI power is in general subcarrier-dependent.



















which is independent of the correlation coefficients of the timing jitters. Therefore,
the correlation between timing jitters does not change the overall ICI power. It only
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re-assigns the ICI power among different subcarriers. This is true in general when
the number of subcarriers is large enough. However, when the number of subcarriers
is small (typically N ≤ 32), then a more accurate representation of the average ICI




















3.3 Universal Upper Bound on timing jitter in-
duced ICI
We can obtain a universal upper bound on the ICI power resulting from colored



























































Equation (24) gives a universal upper bound on the ICI power resulting from colored
timing jitter.
Figure 15 shows variation of the ICI power versus subcarrier index with bandwidth
B = 500 MHz and number of subcarriers N = 128. From the figure, we note that the
ICI power for colored timing jitter does depend on the subcarrier index. Comparing
Fig. 15 (a) and Fig. 15 (b), we can see that the larger the correlation (the smaller
the α), the larger the ICI power variation. In particular, when α = 0.4, the ICI
power increases from -35 dB at m = 0 to -22 dB at m = N/2 = 64. Figure 16
demonstrates the robustness of the universal upper bound on the ICI power. From
the figure, the universal upper bound is very close to the ICI power of the worst
subcarrier (m = N/2 = 64). With Gaussian correlated timing jitter, as α increases,
31
the timing jitter whitens and the ICI powers at different subcarriers tend to be the
same as those of white timing jitter, as shown in Fig. 17.
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Upper bound − white jitter
Exact value − colored jitter
Upper bound − colored jitter
(a) α = 1


















Upper bound − white jitter
Exact value − colored jitter
Upper bound − colored jitter
(b) α = 0.4
Figure 15. Variation of ICI power versus subcarrier index, m, with BσJ = 0.03 for a
system with colored timing jitter.
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Upper bound − white jitter
Exact value (subcarrier 0) − colored jitter
Exact value (subcarrier N/2) − colored jitter
Upper bound − colored jitter
(a) α = 1


















Upper bound − white jitter
Exact value (subcarrier 0) − colored jitter
Exact value (subcarrier N/2) − colored jitter
Upper bound − colored jitter
(b) α = 0.4
Figure 16. The ICI power versus the product of bandwidth and RMS timing jitter for
a system with colored timing jitter.
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Exact value (subcarrier N/2) − colored jitter
Exact value (subcarrier 0) − colored jitter
Upper bound − colored jitter
Exact value in white jitter (any subcarrier)
Figure 17. Variation of ICI power versus decay factor α in Gaussian correlation.
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CHAPTER 4
ICI REDUCTION IN OFDM-BASED UWB
From the previous section, reducing the ICI power resulting from timing jitter can
be accomplished by either reducing the bandwidth or improving sampling accuracy.
However, QoS and hardware restriction normally give no room for adjusting the
above parameters. When neither of those system parameters can be changed directly,
we propose reducing the ICI power by either oversampling at the analog-to-digital
converter of the UWB receiver, as indicated in [29], or by using adaptive modulation
at the transmitter.
4.1 Oversampling
This section describes how oversampling at the receiver can mitigate of ICI for OFDM-
based UWB systems.
4.1.1 ICI Power Reduction
Here we analyze the ICI power reduction by means of oversampling. Assume that we
oversample OFDM signal by a factor of M. Then, the sampling time interval will be
∆t
M





































































































































If the timing jitter is uncorrelated, that is, ρ(l∆t
M
) = 0 for l 6= 0, then the second term





Therefore, oversampling by a factor of M results in a reduction of the ICI power by
the same factor for the case of white timing jitter.
4.1.2 Limits of Performance Improvement
With the increase of the sampling rate, the timing jitters at adjacent samples become
more and more correlated. To study the limit in performance improvement resulting
from oversampling, we assume the oversampling factor, M , to be very large. In this


































As the oversampling factor, M , becomes very large, the first term tends to zero in
the above expression; we can replace the second summation by an integral by taking























































































and B = 1
∆t
.




















. The expression in Equation (26) does not in general equal zero unless
the timing jitter process is uncorrelated, in which case both Sτ (ω) and Qτ (ω) are
equal to zero. Therefore, as long as the timing jitter process is correlated, a residual
term could still be left in the ICI power even when the oversampling factor is very
large.
4.1.3 Simulation Results
To illustrate the effect of oversampling on the ICI power and demonstrate the residue
as the oversampling factor becomes very large, we use numerical examples involving
38



































Substituting these expressions in Equation (26) gives the ICI residual power as the
oversampling factor, M , tends to infinity. The parameters used for the simulation are
α = 0.7, a = 0.84, BσJ = 0.1, and N = 512. The generation of the correlated timing
jitter sequence for simulation follows the idea developed in Appendix E. Figure 18
compares the performance of oversampling by factors of M = 2, 100, and ∞. As we
can see, oversampling reduces the ICI. However, when the timing jitter is correlated,
this reduction comes to a limit, as indicated by the M = ∞ curve, beyond which the
ICI cannot be reduced. Interestingly, oversampling by a factor of M = 100 instead of
a factor of M = 2 only results in small further reduction in ICI power. This indicates
that oversampling by a factor of M = 2 could be sufficient for most practical systems.
4.2 Adaptive Modulation
Despite the ability of oversampling to reduce ICI, it is obvious that practical systems
can only oversample by less than a factor of four. This is because of the hardware
restrictions on the possible sampling interval. Another way to deal with ICI is to
exploit the non-uniform property of ICI power over subcarrier indexes for colored
timing jitter.
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The aim of adaptive modulation is to select the modulation order for a set of
subcarriers based on the ICI power distribution. For instance, instead of using 16-
QAM over all subcarriers, 4-QAM is used for a subset of the subcarriers where the
ICI power is high, while 64-QAM is used for the remaining half, thereby maintaining
the same data rate.
The improvement limitation of this scheme is based on the difference between the
crest and trough on the ICI vs subcarrier index curve. The normalized distance of










tively. With this, the difference between the peak and low of the ICI curve has to be
significant with respect to the ratio of the normalized distance between the 4-QAM
and 64-QAM, which is approximately 13 dB, for the adaptive modulation scheme to
yield substantial gain.
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Oversampling factor, M = 2
Oversampling factor, M = 100
Oversampling factor, M = ∞
(a) Gaussian correlation

















Oversampling factor, M = 2
Oversampling factor, M = 100
Oversampling factor, M = ∞
(b) exponential correlation
Figure 18. Variation of ICI power after oversampling versus subcarrier index
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CHAPTER 5
REPERCUSSIONS OF PRACTICAL UWB
ISSUES
In the previous chapters, we have analyzed and demonstrated the effects of timing
jitter on UWB systems. These analysis were based on simplified channel models that
makes the illustrations succinct and more mathematically tractable. However, when
dealing with large-bandwidth systems, it is important to note that multipaths will be
present. This in turn causes fading of the signals at the receiver. In this section, we
present channel estimation and signal detection schemes designed to accommodate
for the frequency-selective fading prevalent in UWB systems.
5.1 Channel Estimation
Here, we give a brief description of the prevalent practice used in signal detection
involving channel estimation and interference suppression schemes. This sets the
benchmark for the examples given in Section 5.4.
5.1.1 Channel Estimation in Impulse Radio
To detect UWB signal, parameters of UWB channel have to be estimated at receiver.
Therefore, we will discuss channel estimation for single-carrier based modulation.





where γl and τl are the gain and the delay of the l-th path, respectively, L is the total
number of resolvable propagation paths, and δ(.) is the Dirac delta function. When
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a signal, s(t), passes through a UWB channel, the channel output is




γls(t− τl) + n(t), (28)
where n(t) is AWGN. To estimate channel parameters, training sequence will be used.
In that case, transmitted signal, s(t), is known to the receiver.
A number of channel estimation techniques have been proposed. We will describe
two channel estimation approaches by Li, Molisch and Zhang in [22] and by Lottici,
D’Andrea, and Mengali in [27], respectively.
Model based ML Channel Estimation
From (27), once amplitude gains, γl’s, and delays, τl’s, are known, the channel’s
impulse response can be determined. The algorithm in [27] makes maximum likeli-
hood estimation to γl’s and τl’s.
During the training period, the transmitted signal, s(t), is known to the receiver.
By comparing it with the received signal, r(t), a log-likelihood function is obtained,
which is determined by



















where K is the number of training symbols, {γ̃l}Ll=1 and {τ̃l}Ll=1 are realization of the
gains and delays,
~γ = (γ̃1, γ̃2, ..., γ̃L),
and
~τ = (τ̃1, τ̃2, ..., τ̃L).
The values of the vectors, ~γ and ~τ , can be obtained by maximizing the log-likelihood
function (29).
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Note that the likelihood function is a complicated function of ~γ and ~τ , and there is
no closed form or simple solution to the problem. Following is a practical approach to
deal with the problem. First, for a given ~τ , find ~γo(~τ) that maximizes the likelihood
function. And then by exhaustive searching find ~τo that maximizes the log-likelihood
function log[Λ(~γo(~τ), ~τ)]. Once the optimum delay vectors, ~τo, is found, the optimum
gain vector can be found by ~γo = ~γo(~τo). Details on this approach can be found
in [27].
Low-Complexity Channel Estimation
The ML channel estimation introduced above has very good performance. How-
ever, it is too complicated to implement in UWB systems, which usually require low-
complexity receivers. Here, we present a low-complexity approach developed in [22].
The receiver structure used for both the channel estimation and signal detection is
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Figure 19. Receiver structure for channel estimation and signal detection.
For simplicity of discussion, amplitude modulation is assumed to be used. How-
ever, with only minor modification, the approach can be used in other types of modu-
lation. Assume that dk ∈ {+1,−1} for k = 0, · · · , K− 1, are pseudo-random training
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where w(t) is the spreading of the basic pulses. The expression of the received signal
is similar to (28).
As shown in Fig. 19, to reduce the complexity at the receiver, an analog matched
filter, matching w(t), is used. Consequently, the output of the matched filter is

























w(t− τl + τ)w(τ)dτ,
and
ñ(t) = n(t) ∗ w(−t).
The baud-rate sampled version of the analog matched filter output at each finger
can be observed and used in channel estimation and signal detection, which can be
expressed as
y(ti + nTs) =
K−1∑
k=0
dkh(ti + nTs − kTs) + ñ(ti + nTs),
where ti is the timing of the finger. However, much denser than baud-rate sam-
pled version of UWB channel is required for signal detection. Therefore, we have to
estimate h(l∆), where ∆ = Ts
p
for some integer p.
To estimate, h(l∆), we need to obtain a denser sampled version of the matched
filter y(l∆) first. To get denser sampling, we use the channel sounding method pro-
posed in [10,22], which repeatedly sends the same training sequence and adjusts the
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timing of each finger, ti, to obtain y(l∆). Once y(l∆) is obtained, channel parameter















































h(l∆ + k′Ts) + n̂(l∆)








is the effect of channel noise.
Fig. 20, from [22], shows the performance of the low-complexity channel estimator.
In the simulated system, the 5th derivative of the Gaussian function with σ = 5.28×
10−11 sec is used. The chip duration is Tc = 0.625 nsec. The length of spreading
sequence is N = 8; therefore, the symbol during is Ts = 8Tc = 5 nsec. The impulse
response of UWB channel is over-sampled 32 times (p = 32). The analog rake receiver
has K1 = 10 fingers. The training sequence, consisting 511 symbols, is repeated 4
times to obtain 32 time over-samples. The work shows that the effect of channel
estimation error using this technique will be negligible for signal detection.
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Figure 20. Performance of the low-complexity channel estimation technique in [22].
5.1.2 Channel Estimation in OFDM-based UWB
Channel estimation for OFDM based wireless communications has been investigated
in [20] and the references therein. However, for OFDM based UWB communications,
low-complexity channel estimate is desired. Here, we present the estimator developed
in [23].
In UWB communications, channel can be regarded stationary or quasi-stationary.
Therefore, channel tracking is not necessary. Channel estimation is performed during
the training period. During the training period, the transmitted symbols are known












Then, taking an inverse DFT (I-DFT), we have: {h̃n}N−1n=0 = I-DFT{H̃k}N−1k=0 .
Let the delay profile of UWB channel be pn, which is determined by environment
and can be estimated in practical situation. With the delay profile, it is possible to





where ∆ is noise (including interference) power and can be estimated by
∆ =
1







Figure 21 shows the MSE of the above channel estimator. The parameters of the
OFDM based UWB are described in [23].
5.2 Signal Detection
Fig. 19 shows a signal detector with K1 fingers for rake receiver and 2K2 + 1 taps for
equalizer for a UWB system with amplitude modulation (AM), which is a combination
of rake receiver and channel equalizer.
Let h(nk∆), for k = 1, · · · , K1, be the K1 taps with the largest |ĥ(nk∆)|. If the




wky((no + nk)∆ + nTs),
where no∆ is the timing of the whole RAKE receiver.
For traditional maximal ratio (MR) rake receiver, no = 0 and wk = h
∗(nk∆). To
improve its performance, minimum mean-square-error (MMSE) rake combining can






|z[k, no]− dk|2 , (32)
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Figure 21. Channel estimation performance for an OFDM based UWB system.
where w = (w1, · · · , wK1) is the rake weights vector. Therefore, for a fixed timing,














y((n1 + no)∆) . . . y((K − 1)Ts + (n1 + no)∆)
y((n2 + no)∆) . . . y((K − 1)Ts + (n2 + no)∆)
... . . .
...




Then optimum timing is found by minimizing MSE(wo[no], no).
To further mitigate residual intersymbol interference of the rake receiver output,
a short minimum MSE (MMSE) equalizer is used after it. The coefficients of the
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More details on this signal detector can be found in [22]. Fig. 22 compares the BER
performance of MMSE and MR rake combining for CM-3 and CM-4 channel models
[1], respectively. The UWB system is the same as the one for channel estimation
(at the end of Section 2.2.3). Rake receiver for signal detector uses K1 = 10 fingers
implemented by analog device, and the equalizer has five taps (K2 = 2). From the
figure, we can see that the MMSE rake receiver has much better performance than
the MR rake receiver. In particular, the required SNR for a 1% BER has about 6 dB
improvement for the CM-4 channel model.
5.3 Interference Suppression for OFDM-based
UWB
For an OFDM-based UWB system with sub-band repetition diversity [23] or receive
antenna arrays, the system also has ability to suppress interference besides diversity





k dk + n
(l)
k , (34)
for l = 1, · · · , L, where l is the antenna or sub-band index, n(l)k includes AWGN and
co-channel or multi-user interference, which is therefore not spatially white any more.
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MR rake combining on CM−3
MMSE rake combining on CM−3
MR rake combining on CM−4
MMSE rake combining on CM−4
Figure 22. Comparison of MMSE and MR signal detection techniques.
The spatial correlation of n
(l)
k can be used to improve system performance by finding
combining weights, w
(l)
k ’s, to minimize
MSE(wk) = E






























In reality, time average is used instead of assemble average in (35) to find com-
bining weights. Approaches for single-carrier [43] and for OFDM [24] have been
developed. However, as indicated in [23], those approaches can not be directly used
in OFDM based UWB systems. Therefore, we introduce the approach in [23] here.
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To exploit the correlation of UWB channel frequency responses at different sub-










where λ is a forgetting factor between 0 and 1, depending on channel’s frequency se-
lectivity. It is smaller for channel with larger frequency selectivity. Direct calculation


















Once the combining coefficients are found, received signals from difference anten-




It is important to note that besides the above OFDM based UWB modulation,
another modified version of OFDM has been also proposed for multiple access of
UWB systems in [6, 35]. With these brief description of practical issues considered
by communication engineers, we hightlight the features using simulations in the next
section (Section 5.4).
5.4 Practical Examples
As has been mentioned in this chapter, the analysis that has been carried out in
previous chapters were based on simplified mathematical models - one that ignores
frequency-selectivity of the channel. In true UWB systems, multipath is an unavoid-
able fact and has to be accounted for by the communication engineers. Even with
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OFDM-based UWB systems, the fading experienced by a subcarrier in a sub-band is
still frequency selective. Consider the fact that FCC definitions limits the minimum
bandwidth for each sub-band of OFDM-based UWB to 512 MHz. This means that
by even using 512 subcarriers/tones per sub-band, the allocated minimum band of
1 MHz is large enough to necessitate a frequency-selective model unless a long enough
cyclic prefix is assigned to the OFDM symbols. In this section, we present two dif-
ferent examples of a practical OFDM-based UWB taking frequency selectivity into
account where no cyclic prefix is attached.
5.4.1 CASE 1: N = 32, Delay Spread = 10 ns
There are a number literature works on the channel models for UWB channels [40], [9].
One common ground of agreement in most UWB channel models is that the amplitude
of the multipath gains are no longer considered mere Rayleigh or Ricean fading.
Instead Nakagami-m or log-normal fading coefficients are assumed. This is due to the
fact that the time resolution of UWB is much finer than its narrowband counterpart.
Therefore, the assumption that the number of paths arriving within a time-bin is
large enough for the Central Limit Theorem assumption to be made on the complex
multipath gains is not exactly valid.
In this case study, we performed simulation with the number of subcarriers, N =
32. The basic symbols were selected from a binary phase-shift-keying (BPSK) scheme.
The channel is frequency selective with the delay spread being 10 ns. The power delay
profile is an exponential decay with each multipath gain taking a log-normal random























where w(t) is the additive channel noise, εl is the time delay due to the l-th multipath,
βl is the log-normal gain associated with it, and L is the total number of paths
in the receive window. In this case study, εL = 10 ns. The simulation result is
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shown in Fig. 23. In this simulation, equalization was done at the receiver with a






















Figure 23. BER performance under Frequency Selective channel using Equalizer in
Fig 19; Number of subcarriers, N = 32, delay spread = 10 ns
training sequence of length 200 used to obtain the coefficients of the FIR equalizer.
Figure 23 shows that the damaging effect of timing jitter could be very substantial
unless measures, such as oversampling and/or adaptive modulation proposed in our
work, are taken to mitigate it.
5.4.2 CASE 2: N = 16, Delay Spread = 50 ns
The simulation setup is essentially the same with Section 5.4.1, except that the delay
spread is more over a longer time frame of 50 ns. Also, the number of subcarriers have
been reduced to 16 and the training sequence is of length 500 to cater for the longer
delay spread. The results are shown in Fig. 24. Once again, the underlying fault of
these systems are the BσJ product influenced by the timing jitter RMS, σJ . It is
worthy to note that these practical examples do not provide an exhaustive field of
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Figure 24. BER performance under Frequency Selective channel; Number of subcarri-
ers, N = 16, delay spread = 50 ns
considerations by communication engineers. Other factors worth taking into account
are the effects and mitigation of narrowband interference [33] and the limitations of




This concluding chapter summarizes the main contributions of this thesis work. We
have, through this work, shown that the effect of timing jitter can be very significant
for UWB systems and hence form an important consideration for real-time UWB
communication systems. The specific contribution of this thesis are listed below
• Optimum modulation index for impulse radio PPM
• Timing jitter effect on impulse radio
• Timing jitter effect on OFDM-based UWB
• Techniques for mitigating performance loss in UWB due to timing jitter
In Chapter 2, we showed that timing jitter can cause great system degradation for
impulse radio. In the case of pulse-position modulation (PPM), timing jitter destroys
the correlation property substantially with respect to the modulation index. This
proved to be more pronounced for the highly time-sensitive fourth-order Gaussian
pulse. It also indicates that the quantity of the minimum correlation of the trans-
mitted basis signal is not enough for judging the performance but rather the timing
sensitivity of the correlation function is a new dimension that has to be considered
also. Chapter 2 then showed how the performance degradation can be mitigated using
a combination of pulse-shaping and sample averaging techniques. These techniques
provide little overhead but yield great dividends in SNR gain.
In Chapter 3, we extend the study of timing jitter to OFDM-based UWB systems.
This introduced a phenomenon known as interchannel interference (ICI), which de-
grades the system performance by cross-linking symbols from different subcarriers as
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interference. We developed a novel approach to the problem and obtained a univer-
sal bound on this ICI. It was shown that the major terms playing a key role in the
ICI power are the bandwidth allocated to the sub-bands and the RMS of the timing
jitter. We then proposed in Chapter 4 two techniques for reducing the effect of this
timing jitter-induced ICI - oversampling and adaptive modulation. The simplicity of
the techniques of oversampling and adaptive symbol modulation makes it a readily
available solution for reducing ICI induced by timing jitter.
In the detailed analysis of this work, simplified channel models were used to keep
the results mathematically tractable. However, to merge with real world issues, Chap-
ter 5 was added to give insights on practical aspects important to the communication
engineers. This chapter then concludes by providing examples that justify the effects
of timing jitter considered in prior chapters.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF EQUATION (3)















































































where the substitution δ = 2πα was done in the final equation.
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APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF ICI POWER FOR COLORED
TIMING JITTER
Substituting fk = k
B
N







































































































































































































































































Substituting the simplified expressions of Λ(k) and Γ(k) into (38), the general expres-
































































































































terms, since they become insignificant for large N com-





























DERIVATION OF EQUATION (23)





























































































When the number of subcarriers is not assumed very large, a better approximation





































































Equation (40) indicates that the average ICI power actually experienced for colored
timing jitter can be less than its uncorrelated counterpart. However, this is based
on the sign of the summation
∑N−1
l=1 lρN−l. For the correlation functions used in this
work, this sum will always be positive and hence simulation results based on N ≤ 32
will show significant difference between the average ICI power for colored timing jitter
and the white timing jitter line.
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APPENDIX D
PROOF THAT COLORED NOISE HAS NO
EFFECT ON ICI FOR OFDM-BASED UWB








































j( 2πknN +2πfkτn) has been made.

















































































































|ηsm|2 + w∗mηsm + |αm|2 + αmw∗m + |wm|2
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GENERATION OF COLORED TIMING JITTER
PROCESS USING LEVINSON-DURBIN’S
ALGORITHM
In this work, we occasionally have to generate colored timing jitter sequence in the
simulation. For instance, colored timing jitter processes with either the Gaussian
correlation property (ρ(t) = e−βt
2
) or the exponential correlation property (ρ(t) =
e−a|t|
2
) were extensively used in this thesis.
The basic approach in generating the colored timing jitter is to find filter coef-
ficients yielding the correlation properties. Figure 25 below illustrates the general




Figure 25. Generation of colored timing jitter
could be exponential, Gaussian, or any valid correlation function. The input to the
filter, x(n), is a zero-mean, unit variance white process. Now,
























that is readily solved using the Levinson-Durbin’s algorithm.
For the correlation properties considered in this work, the filter is normally an AR
of order 2 with frequency response of
H(z) = Z{h(n)} = 1
1− a1z−1 ⇐⇒ h(n) = (a1)
n.
In practice, the filter length is truncated such that the filter h(n) is approximated by
an FIR filter h̃(n) and the colored jitter process is generated by convolution
τ(n) = x(n) ∗ h̃(n).
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